KittyAds.com Escort Ad ID: 495177
Escort - Hello all gentl - NULL
Hello all gentlemen! I&#39;m Vika. I will gladly come to your hotel or to your apartment in
Barcelona centrum. I provide good service with passionate sex, pleasant communication,
and cozy atmosphere. Complete relaxation and satisfaction guaranteed. And this is only
the beginning. Rest your body and soul only to me! Nothing will disturb us on our date!I am
a sensual, charming person Ukrainian girl and an independent escort. I like to wear
elegant lingerie and dress with style and class. I specialise in being provocative and
seductive yet gentle, romantic and sensitive. I am always affectionate, pleasant and
amusing because I have a genuine passion for what I do. I speak English and you can call
me or send me whatsapp or sms. See you soon! Kisses!!The price for one hour
passionate and sensual time with me is 160EUR. -- Age: 26 - Height: 5&#39;6 - 5&#39;8
(167-172cm) - Hair Color: Blonde - Breast Cup: C - Breast Implants: No - Spoken
languages: English, German, Russian, Spanish - Pussy: Shaved - Favorited by: 0 - Profile
Views: 7 - Cost Of Service Outcall (Provider comes to the your location) 1 hour Outcall
160 EUR (196 USD) Description Hello all gentlemen! I&#39;m Vika. I will gladly come to
your hotel or to your apartment in Barcelona centrum. I provide good service with
passionate sex, pleasant communication, and cozy atmosphere. Complete relaxation and
satisfaction guaranteed. And this is only the beginning. Rest your body and soul only to
me! Nothing will disturb us on our date!I am a sensual, charming person Ukrainian girl and
an independent escort. I like to wear elegant lingerie and dress with style and class. I
specialise in being provocative and seductive yet gentle, romantic and sensitive. I am
always affectionate, pleasant and amusing because I have a genuine passion for what I
do. I speak English and you can call me or send me whatsapp or sms. See you soon!
Kisses!!The price for one hour passionate and sensual time with me is 160EUR. Live Ads
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